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Oundle in 2020 and Beyond
Introduction
8 draft objectives and supporting actions were formulated and presented to the people of Oundle at the
launch of the Oundle Neighbourhood Plan event held at St Peter’s Church on11th January 2014.
Comments were invited, and captured. A second event took place on 3rd April 2014. Invited to this
event were the “traders” of Oundle. Feedback was collated in an identical way.
In addition a survey of the town folk took place as part of the Oundle 2020 initiative. The feedback from
these events and local discussions are the premise upon which the objectives have been drawn.
This paper focuses on only one objective – Tourism. Included in this document is the data, supporting
information and rationale that underpins the Tourism objective and will act as a supporting paper to the
overall Neighbourhood Plan for Oundle.
In addition, since it was too challenging to separate in the minds of the public, aspects that should
inform only the Neighbourhood Plan, in the appendix there is a summary of suggestions for inclusion
into the Community Action Plan, drawn from the community in the same manner.

Objective: Tourism:
Objective:
1. To safeguard and promote those features of the town which encourage tourism and provide
the opportunity for further tourist orientated development.

Supporting actions:
1. Identify the features which draw tourists to Oundle and propose strategies to optimise their
impact on tourism.
2. Identify structural opportunities to promote and develop Oundle as a base for tourist to
explore the locality.
3. Identify opportunities to improve the supporting infrastructure for tourism e.g. Bed &
Breakfasts.
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1. Summary of the current position within the town, with facts and sources, with specific
relevance to this objective.
Oundle and the surrounding area has the potential to be a compelling Tourist destination.
It is steeped in history, is famous for the Oundle school that is set near the centre of the town,
has beautiful architecture, fantastic walking and cycling country all around the town, and benefits
from easy access and close proximity to the river Nene.
Facilities include a museum that provides a great deal of information about the history of Oundle
and the surrounding area, and a number of independent shops enabling visitors to spend time
and money in the Town.
Oundle is off the beaten track, being bypassed, so relies heavily on people choosing to visit
rather than stumbling upon the Town.
There are a variety of sources of Tourism today. These include;1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Events and festivals
Parents, children and alumni of Oundle School
Short stay tourists and visitors to the town
Shoppers and markets
Holiday makers and river tourists

There is, however, limited affordable visitor accommodation within the Town itself, although there
are a few B&B’s in the surrounding villages.
It is currently served by 2 buses, the X4 and the 24. The County Connect (part funded by
Waitrose) bus runs on a Friday, collecting shoppers and taking them out of Oundle to Stamford.
There are no plans to run a reverse route currently.
A key concern of the people of Oundle is the derelict Riverside Public house that sits at the
entrance to the town. This site is widely regarded as an eyesore and an embarrassment to the
town, although the premises sits outside the parish of the town, it is clearly an issue that this plan
should seek to influence.
In addition there is widespread support for the development of the river area to attract people to
Oundle, and whilst the 2020 plan has had a positive impact on the businesses operating in that
area, it is widely felt that further development is an opportunity, and could fit well with the only
current live tourism strategy relating to the River, the ENC Green and Blue ways strategy [See
page 5]
The townsfolk state that although Oundle has some fabulous assets, it is the friendly people of
Oundle that truly make the town a wonderful place to live and visit.
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Strengths

Weaknesses












Friendly people of Oundle
Beauty, Character & Atmosphere
Nearby countryside
River walks
Heritage/ History/Museum
Regular farmers and other markets
Plentiful Café, Restaurants & Pubs
Events & Festivals
Ancient Churches
Pocket Park/ Recreational Ground &
Barnwell Country Park
 The River
 Green Space within Town
 Free Car Parking
 Adequate Public Transport
 Clean and well maintained
 Nearby villages and attractions
 Has a preservation order on the ancient
centre of the town.
Opportunities





Develop the river
Develop a co-ordinated strategy for
promoting the town to tourists
Working closer with Oundle School to
develop tourist strategy.
Better use of the web to promote the
town and its attractions.






Threats
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No joined up Tourism strategy.
No obvious reason to attract tourism –
no brand.
Little (if any) central funding to develop
or protect tourist attractions
Lack of affordable/available visitor
accommodation within the town

The town loses its character through
new builds not in keeping with the town.
The town fails to package its assets into
a cohesive approach to tourism
The Riverside Inn deters tourists – “an
eyesore at the start of Oundle.”
Dilapidation of key tourist assets such
as St Peter’s Church deter tourists.
The style of new residential buildings
are not in keeping with the town and, as
a result, reduces the appeal of Oundle
to visitors.
The proposed development of new
houses in Oundle turns the town into a
dormitory town and the vibrancy of the
town vanishes.
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2. Summary of all national / local plans, including statutes and regulations, with specific
relevance to this objective.
The key reference document relating to Oundle Tourism is the East Northamptonshire Tourism
strategy which can be examined by following the link below:
http://www.east-northamptonshire.gov.uk/downloads/20100301--Tourism_Strategy-V3_2__3_.pdf

Key elements explored in the East Northamptonshire strategy document are as follows:

The vision is to “build the visitor economy in East Northamptonshire in a sustainable manner
to maintain and improve the quality of life for all our residents by helping to support and
develop rural infrastructure, sustain and regenerate our market towns and to maintain the
built and natural heritage of the district.”



The Outcomes that the success of the strategy will be judged are: Good quality of life in East Northamptonshire by:
 Helping to support improvement of the district’s market towns by increasing visitor
numbers providing more facilities and opportunities to increase participation in play,
sport, leisure and culture for residents as well as visitors
 Increasing sustainable transport links into (and therefore out of) the district,
particularly in the rural north
 Channelling visitor spend into existing businesses and community organisations
which improve the well-being of residents.
 Effective partnership working and community leadership by providing leadership
and support for the tourism sector in the district and enabling effective partnerships for
future promotion and development



The strategy has and is focused on two marketing themes:1. Escape, Explore, Enjoy (2009-11)
 This campaign will see more effective marketing of existing tourism related
products and businesses, using current Council resources to promote these to the
1m people living in East Northamptonshire and its neighbouring council areas.
 Different strands of the campaign will promote country food outlets, village events
and attractions, local heritage events and locations– all linking to opportunities for
open air activities and building on existing key attractors such as Oundle.
 These will be brought together into a series of “What to do this weekend / holiday
round....” packages which will be promoted on the council’s website, on
Northamptonshire Enterprise’s countywide ‘What’s On’ guide and the North
Northants Development Company Place Marketing Website. Packages will include
wherever possible at least one relevant accommodation provider for those visiting
from outside the area.
 This approach will capitalise on nostalgic appeal for ‘the good old days’ at a time
when the recession is also making ‘holidays at home’ more attractive and links well
to Northamptonshire Enterprise Ltd’s* nostalgia inspired Britain on Show national
tourism campaign. It will provide a good bridging strategy whilst marketing plans
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are being developed and funding secured for the next phase of the strategy. It will
also allow the next phase to be refined in the wake of master plan production for
the town s in the south of the district.
A number of themed leaflets will be produced, in conjunction with partners such as
Northamptonshire County Council. These will range from country food outlets to
circular walks, church trails and group days out. These leaflets will also be
available as web downloads. Because of the nature of the target market and limited
opportunities to display leaflets in the sub-region, the key to success will be to
interest journalists from sub-regional newspapers, magazines and radio in creating
articles/features around a package of activities to form a day/weekend away e.g.
walk, cream tea and farm shop or pub lunch, village fete and open garden event.
Particular attention will be given to attracting existing groups who use public or
group transport e.g. rambler groups and coach trip operators.
Presentation folders of packages/leaflets will also be developed with local
conference venues and other accommodation providers such as hotels / inns to
tempt current business staying visitors to stay longer by combining business with
leisure activities / weekend break options for families.
Further joint working opportunities will be explored with NEL, such as the 2010
Heritage maps project, which aims to signpost visitors to points of historic interest
throughout the county via heritage maps at key historic / outdoor sites. This project
start to build value to Green and Blue Way activity proposed for 2011.
It is anticipated that the “East Northamptonshire: Escape, Explore, Enjoy”
marketing strand will probably have a life of approximately two to three years, but
certainly no more than ten, due to changing demographics of the sub-region and
the associated likely demand for such activities.


2. The Green and Blue Ways – Active enjoyment of East Northamptonshire (20112015)






It is proposed to create a new tourism image for East Northamptonshire for medium –
long term use, which builds on the area’s natural heritage and the growing interest in
healthy lifestyles and leisure activities. It will seek to both link existing activity bases
such as Stanwick Lakes, with the growing Greenway and other footpaths, aspirations
for increased leisure use of the River Nene (the ‘Blue Way’), and development of
existing and new active leisure centres being considered for the area. This approach
will need to be underpinned by commissioning research into the market for ‘Green
Active’ tourism which can be used by businesses in partnership with the council to
attract sympathetic supporting attractions/activities. The approach will include links
with local food outlets and accommodation to extend visits to the district.
An initial sub-regionally promoted offering based on the Green and Blue ways will be
developed for the 2011 season (to overlap with the ‘East Northamptonshire: Escape,
Explore, Enjoy” strand) with growth over the following three seasons. This offer will
include producing a range of good quality literature to include cycle routes, walking
guides, canoe circuits, and country parks, and creating packages to form a day out /
weekend break option (available as web downloads).
The Council will also explore opportunities with NEL to improve interpretation of the
tourism offer as interpretation is key to enabling visitors to learn more about the offer
whilst in the area which has the potential to encourage longer stays / repeat visits.
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The success of this approach will depend on the partnership with relevant local
businesses and links with public transport providers to improve links to the Green and
Blue Way products.

*http://www.northamptonshireep.co.uk/about-nep/
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3. Summary of any surveys of the people of Oundle with specific relevance to this
objective.
The primary source of recent structured engagement with the people of Oundle took place during
2012, as part of the Oundle 2020 project. A copy of the survey findings can be located using the
following link www.oundle2020.co.uk
Having reviewed the findings of the survey, which had over 800 respondents across a range of
ages, there were many comments that referred to attractions or tourist related services within the
town. These are captured below:











127 people stated that the beautiful buildings and architecture were one of the primary
reasons that they enjoyed living in Oundle.
123 people enjoyed the independent shops that exist in the centre of Oundle
There were many features of the town, that residents singled out as precious:
 Beauty, Character & Atmosphere (106 comments)
 Countryside (71 comments)
 Heritage/ History (56 comments)
 Markets (31 comments)
 Café, Restaurants & Pubs (28 comments)
 Events & Festivals (16 comments)
 Churches (8 comments)
 Pocket Park/ Recreational Ground & Barnwell Country Park (8 comments)
 The River (8 comments)
 Green Space within Town (5 comments)
 Free Car Parking (4 comments)
 Public Transport (3 comments)
 That the town was well maintained (1 comment)
40 people wanted to see improved leisure and recreational activities within the town
18 people wanted more shops or 7, a wider range of shops, or 6 cheaper more affordable
shops.
16 people wanted more and improved restaurants
16 people wanted the riverside pub restored
2 people wanted to see better use of the river
2 people suggested that Oundle should seek to encourage Tourists to visit the town.
1 person suggested that a tourist information office would be helpful

The survey went on to ask for suggestions as to how Oundle could attract more visitors:








17% of respondents suggested improved parking
12% of respondents suggested more events
11% of respondents suggested Improved Shops
11% of respondents suggested more Leisure Facilities
10% of respondents suggested better Marketing &Tourist Information
9% of respondents wanted Oundle to be Pedestrian Friendly
8% of respondents wanted better Pubs & Restaurants
7% suggested Improved Accommodation
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7% suggested Historical Tours
Other suggestions included better Public Transport (5%), Better Signage (3%)

Whilst tourism is rarely identified in the survey as a priority for most residents, it is rarely
mentioned as an irritant or something that is causing an issue in the town at its current levels,
although14 people asked whether Oundle really needed more visitors.
As a final question in the survey, people were asked what image they would like Oundle to have
over the next 20 years, and whilst there were many responses about Oundle being a Historical
Market Town, 5 people identified Oundle as a potential Tourist centre.

Research conducted with the Traders association of Oundle
March 2014 Survey Monkey Responses from Town Traders:What is required to encourage Tourism in Oundle?












Increased footfall in the town.
More events to promote the town. Publicize the events we do have to encourage more
people to attend.
Production of a leaflet for hotels elsewhere in surrounding area etc about Oundle
detailing the attractions.
Make the festivals recognized national events as well as keeping local elements.
More publicity to raise awareness of what you can do in Oundle - joined up thinking with
the clubs, and tourist elements e.g. Nene Valley Boats, Rowing Club, and Boat Club etc...
It needs to be split into enticing more locals to come in to the town and secondly creating
an environment for people further afield to want to come. This includes having more
enticing shops, have packages of activities, e.g. walking, cycling, rowing, and boating.
Increase high quality accommodation, B&B or Hotels.
Increase and promote usage of Stahl Theatre.
Increase parking facilities, but consider the centre being pedestrianised so that coffee
shops can have customers sit outside.
Develop the marina to support the tourism.
Encourage the school to support the marketing of the town

What tourism related actions should be prioritized, and what de-prioritized, or not
progressed?



Develop marina to support marina not take away from centre.
Marketing of the town and its facilities Increase scope of festivals

What are the benefits or dis - benefits of Tourism to Oundle?
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Benefits - will bring more footfall and support the local traders. Problems - unless logistics
and parking supported, it could have a negative impact



More people in the town centre

Please comment of the attractions that Oundle should look to preserve or develop


Historic buildings, Barnwell Park, Festivals, Clubs and sports facilities should be
developed further with more facilities open to older children, Oundle Marina and the
Wharf to be developed to make the best use of the town Develop the town centre and
Market days to be more enticing for people to come from further afield.



River and activities. History walks.

2nd April 2014 – Open meeting to the Town Traders:Oundle traders were invited to attend a meeting in the Court House to discuss and capture views
on how the Neighbourhood plan should develop. The comments relating to the Tourism objective
were caught on “post-it” notes.
Key points/ verbatims were as follows:












Decent Summer market, good Christmas Lights and
festivals to bring people to switching on of lights
More markets, covered area, pedestrianized area, B
& B, Camping, Joined up thinking – packages for
walks/river, cycling and camping.
Earmark a tourism budget so we can market
ourselves. At the moment it seems as if we rely too
much on other agencies to help.
Have More Markets. Encourage Oundle to become a
food destination. History walks. Blue plaque walk.
“Town greeters” volunteer people to guide or advise visitors especially if get coach tours
to call.
Market town – Christmas Market – Lincoln model. Lincoln hold in Bailgate! Smaller than
Oundle Town centre, Borough Market a great example of what’s wanted NOW!
Tourism – really push the town’s heritage
History and A Mecca for Food and Drink
Tourist Centre / Advice in the town centre – easy for visitors to access.
Speak to companies e.g. Diamond Holidays, Newmarket etc. who sell to retired people
coach trips to stop in Oundle as part of a trip to e.g. Cambridge, Duxford etc.
Advertise International Festival more widely to become the next Eisteddfod
Festivals – grow them instead of just local schools – wider appeal to draw people in.
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4. Summary of any research completed within the last 5 years with outline proposals, with
specific relevance to this objective.
The Oundle 2020 work revealed a range of tourism related research – what follows below is a
cutting from the Oundle 2020 evidence review conducted by EW Consultancy in June 2011:“Role of the Town as a Local Centre for Retailing, Service Provision and Tourism.
[In relation to the town centre, Oundle was identified in the NNJCSS 2008 as a rural service
centre. This was also recognised in the RNOT Plan with the scale of any potential development
to be limited in accordance with its special character and sensitive setting.


In relation to tourism there are a number of evidence documents available , including:
o
o
o
o
o
o
o

Northamptonshire Arc Resilience Strategy 2010;
East Northamptonshire Economic Impact Assessment 2002;
East Midlands Tourism Strategy 2003-10;
East Midlands Regional Economic Strategy 2003-10;
Northamptonshire Tourism Strategy 2001-06;
East Northamptonshire Economic Development Strategy 2009 – 2012;
East Northamptonshire Council Tourism Strategy 2010-15.

Whilst a number of these documents are now relatively old they do provide a “timeline” of
evidence and strategy development for the last ten years. It also provides a clear view on the
type of tourism that could develop in the area over the next few years.
The East Northamptonshire Tourism Strategy is an up to date evidence document.
ENC Tourism Strategy 2010 – 15:
This Strategy was published in 2010 and covers the period from 2010 to 2015 for the whole of
the East Northamptonshire area. It provides an overview of the strengths, weaknesses,
Opportunities and threats for the area in terms of developing the tourism “offer”.
It provides links to, and complements other regional and sub-regional economic and tourism
strategies and uses the East Northamptonshire Visitors survey done in 2001 as further evidence
on which to base the strategy. It recognizes East Northamptonshire as having a significant
number of day and weekend tourist attractions and seeks to build the offer for tourists in the area
on this basis.
One of the issues being discussed by the Oundle 2020 project is the possible longer term
development of the tourism industry for Oundle as a key element of its economic prosperity.
If the Oundle 2020 strategy is to develop the town as a tourism hub then the evidence that is
available is a good starting point for a discussion about how the town can develop its offer.
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However, at the micro level of the town and its surrounding area there is little up to date
evidence of who comes to the town and why and what the potential could be. If this is to be a
significant strand of the long term future economic prosperity for Oundle then some further
evidence gathering at the local level including reason for visit, length of stay and travel origins of
the tourist could be very useful. This could help to then tailor the type of development in the
future.
In conclusion, in terms of the leisure and tourism sector, there are a number of strategies which
provide a strategic view of the development of this sector of the economy. If the
Oundle 2020 project is to develop an approach to tourism that fits within these strategies then
there is sufficient evidence base on which to base the proposals. However, consistent local
information on tourism is still sparse and there may need to be further evidence gathering if the
Oundle 2020 project is to base its economic future on this sector.] “
Source: http://www.oundle2020.co.uk/resources/Evidence%20Base%20Final%20Report.pdf
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5. Why does TOURISM warrant an objective in the Neighbourhood plan?
Oundle needs tourists!
Not only do the shops and markets in the centre of the town require trade beyond the local
residents and school children, but also visitors to the town give the locality a buzz and energy
that is missing when the winter is here, or the school children are away. In short Oundle
becomes bleak when no one is around.
Tourists come to see Oundle’s historic buildings, spend money in the local shops, and therefore
bring vital trade, employment and profits to the town.
Tourism has had no clear focus at town planning level to date. Even the Tourist Information
Centre has been moved out of sight to a location within the town library. [Widely commented
upon, through consultation, as a step backwards]. The fact that tourism is being so badly
supported within the town has led a number of local spirited traders to establish information
points within their stores. This lack of central support demonstrates the need for more thought
around how to preserve, develop and promote the town to attract tourism.
Whilst it is hard to drive out a clear demand for a tourism objective from the residential townsfolk
– some see this as additional footfall in Oundle that changes the town for the worse – many
more see the community of interest in protecting and developing the beauty of the town.
Understand that what tourists come to see and enjoy is also the reason that many love living in
Oundle.
In summary, it is clear that the benefits to Residents, Local Businesses, and Tourists all
converge and support a tourism objective in both the Neighbourhood Plan and the Community
Action Plan.
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6. Neighbourhood plan public engagement on Tourism.
On the 11th January 2014, the NPWP held a public launch event in St Peters Church. There was an
overview of the project, and a board where each objective was explained, and comments invited from the
public. The comments were then reviewed and allocated to the relevant plan.
Executive summary of feedback from the Launch event relating to Tourism, relevant to the
neighbourhood plan…








Increase in tourist accommodation required e.g. B & Bs, Hotels
Improve river frontage to make the river a tourist feature, for example restaurants or artisan
centre and consider developing the boathouse / club.
Ensure all properties in Oundle are maintained and used to avoid dereliction
Seek to reduce flooding, to increase land usage
Better access to tourist information
Improve Tourist based transport to access areas of interest such as the river
More events e.g. Firework nights.

Blue highlighted cells are comments relevant to the neighbourhood plan.
Residents Comment

No.

Where What

B&B's would better be provided in the villages - why no villagers
representative on the Committee?

275

NP

Promote and fund the Boat club - make it more attractive! It would
bring tourists in! E.g. Café, bar on the Riverside.

276

CAP

The Oundle Festivals are terrific for residents and visitors alike. Hope
we are supporting their future sustainability as much as possible.

277

CAP

More markets. Live music in Market Square.

278

CAP

Improve river access. Provide boat moorings. Encourage development
of Marina. Resolve 'Riverside Pub' issue.
Joined-up thinking re: Tourism. We have lost our visible support for
Tourism when LNDC closed Tourist Information. Now the desk will be
moving out to the Library - NOT somewhere most people visit. Not
logical.

279

NP

280

CAP
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stakeholders
want their
comments to be
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6 Sporting
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6 Sporting
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7 Tourism:
Riverside.
7 Tourism:
Publicity
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Joined-up thinking re: Tourism. We have lost our visible support for
Tourism when LNDC closed Tourist Information. Now the desk will be
moving out to the Library - NOT somewhere most people visit. Not
logical. A second person commented on the same Post-It Note.
Comment: "Common sense prevail...PLEASE!..Why is this being
considered?".

281

CAP

7 Tourism:
Publicity

Please can something be done about derelict properties?! There's one
in West Street and the awful Riverside 'Lorry Park' on Station Road
junction with A605.

282

NP

1 Business etc:
Utilisation of
empty buildings

Please can something be done about derelict properties?! There's one
in West Street and the awful Riverside 'Lorry Park' on Station Road
junction with A605. A second person commented on the same Post-It
Note. Comment: "I agree!".

283

NP

1 Business etc:
Utilisation of
empty buildings

Please can something be done about derelict properties?! There's one
in West Street and the awful Riverside 'Lorry Park' on Station Road
junction with A605. A third person commented on the same Post-It
Note. Comment: "So do I!!".

284

NP

1 Business etc:
Utilisation of
empty buildings

Please can something be done about derelict properties?! There's one
in West Street and the awful Riverside 'Lorry Park' on Station Road
junction with A605. A third person commented on the same Post-It
Note. Comment: "Me also!!".

285

NP

1 Business etc:
Utilisation of
empty buildings

Have regular guided tours of ¾ hour e.g. at 10.00am every Saturday
from March - October.

286

CAP

Have Cafes on the river so it is more of a tourist attraction!

287

NP

Have Cafes on the river so it is more of a tourist attraction! A second
person commented on the same Post-It Note. Comment: "And gift
shops and a craft centre for artisans to make and sell their creations
".

288

NP

7 Tourism:
Events and
activities
7 Tourism:
Riverside.
7 Tourism:
Riverside.

Riverside pub: The worst building is at the entrance of the town.

289

NA

I was disappointed that proposed marina development plan was not
more orientated to residents (of Oundle) recreational.

290

NA

Refurbish the "Riverside" Pub, it looks awful coming into Oundle by
Road.

291

NA
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Refurbish the "Riverside" Pub, it looks awful coming into Oundle by
Road. A second person commented on the same Post-It Note.
Comment: "Agree!".

292

NA

Refurbish the "Riverside" Pub, it looks awful coming into Oundle by
Road. A third person commented on the same Post-It Note. Comment:
"Agree!".

293

NA

Can anything be done to minimise the flooding?

294

NP

Re-development of Riverside pub site already mentioned. Tourism
research is a major & expensive matter - often agencies are far better
placed to provide answers than the NPWP. ENC tourism strategy is
relevant. DTC should be encouraging improved relationships and
network between attraction providers.

295

NA

Need to encourage more publicity about local events well in advance
Nene Valley News is only 2 weeks ahead, and is finishing publication
soon.

296

CAP

7 Tourism:
Publicity

Need to encourage more publicity about local events well in advance
Nene Valley News is only 2 weeks ahead, and is finishing publication
soon. A second person commented on the same Post-It Note.
Comment: "Agree!".

297

CAP

7 Tourism:
Publicity

Need to encourage more publicity about local events well in advance
Nene Valley News is only 2 weeks ahead, and is finishing publication
soon. A third person commented on the same Post-It Note. Comment:
"Agree!".

298

CAP

7 Tourism:
Publicity

Oundle Festivals are very successful in attracting large numbers
(5,000 - 10,000) of visitors to the town, with great benefits to the
town's commerce. How to consolidate and build on this in the future
(while maintaining the quality of the core events?)

299

CAP

6 Sporting
facilities etc:
Festivals

TOWN ENTRANCE - awful and should be fabulous - 'Riverside Pub'
clearly a priority.

300

NA

Do something about the 'Riverside Pub' which is quite an eyesore.

301

NA

I am appalled by the new town websites and electronic noticeboards!
We dislike them intensely!

302

CAP

General:
Parish
boundaries Riverside
General:
Parish
boundaries Riverside
7 Tourism:
Electronic
noticeboard
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I am appalled by the new town websites and electronic noticeboards!
We dislike them intensely! A second person commented on the same
Post-It Note. Comment: "How do you communicate to visitors,
residents and passing locals then?”

303

CAP

7 Tourism:
Electronic
noticeboard

Definitely need more local accommodation for tourists (e.g. Riverside
Hotel! And more information in the Oundle Council (should be
Tourism!) Office.

304

NP

8 Town centre
etc.:
Accommodation

Definitely need more local accommodation for tourists (e.g. Riverside
Hotel! And more information in the Oundle Council (should be
Tourism!) Office. A second person commented on the same Post-It
Note. Comment: "Agreed".

305

NP

8 Town centre
etc.:
Accommodation

More B&B's etc. is a good idea and more affordable ones.

306

NP

The 'Riverside Pub' etc. needs something done to improve Oundle
entrance (subject to flood risk though?

307

NA

Do something with the 'Riverside Site', bad entrance to Oundle.

308

NA

Do something with the 'Riverside Site', bad entrance to Oundle. A
second person commented on the same Post-It Note. Comment:
"Agreed!".

309

NA

Electronic noticeboard in 'Historic' Market Place is an eyesore, it
should be replaced in Co-op car park!

310

CAP

Electronic noticeboard in 'Historic' Market Place is an eyesore, it
should be replaced in Co-op car park! A second person commented on
the same Post-It Note. Comment: "Disagree".

311

CAP

8 Town centre
etc.:
Accommodation
General:
Parish
boundaries Riverside
General:
Parish
boundaries Riverside
General:
Parish
boundaries Riverside
7 Tourism:
Electronic
noticeboard
7 Tourism:
Electronic
noticeboard

Electronic noticeboard in 'Historic' Market Place is an eyesore, it
should be replaced in Co-op car park! A third person commented on
the same Post-It Note. Comment: "Disagree".

312

CAP

7 Tourism:
Electronic
noticeboard

Electronic noticeboard in 'Historic' Market Place is an eyesore, it
should be replaced in Co-op car park! A fourth person commented on
the same Post-It Note. Comment: "AGREE".

313

CAP

7 Tourism:
Electronic
noticeboard
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Electronic noticeboard in 'Historic' Market Place is an eyesore, it
should be replaced in Co-op car park! A fifth person commented on
the same Post-It Note. Comment: "Agree most strongly, why was it
put up? It is inappropriate".

314

CAP

7 Tourism:
Electronic
noticeboard

Electronic noticeboard in 'Historic' Market Place is an eyesore, it
should be replaced in Co-op car park! A fifth person commented on
the same Post-It Note. Comment: "AGREE ".

315

CAP

7 Tourism:
Electronic
noticeboard

Riverside Pub - no explanation needed! SORT IT - PLEASE PLEASE. A
second person commented on the same Post-It Note. Comment:
"AGREED".

316

NA

Riverside Pub - no explanation needed! SORT IT - PLEASE PLEASE. A
third person commented on the same Post-It Note. Comment: "I
AGREE ".

317

NA

Riverside Pub - no explanation needed! SORT IT - PLEASE PLEASE. A
fourth person commented on the same Post-It Note. Comment: "But
it is in Ashton - contact Ashton Parish Council, it's on their patch ".

318

NA

General:
Parish
boundaries Riverside
General:
Parish
boundaries Riverside
General:
Parish
boundaries Riverside

Riverside Pub - no explanation needed! SORT IT - PLEASE PLEASE. A
fifth person commented on the same Post-It Note. Comment: "I
AGREE! ".

319

NA

Make more of the River.

320

NP

Make Tourist / Info Centre more prominent again.

321

CAP

Make Tourist / Info Centre more prominent again. A second person
commented on the same Post-It Note. Comment: "I AGREE!!".

322

CAP

Make Tourist / Info Centre more prominent again. A third person
commented on the same Post-It Note. Comment: "AGREE".

323

CAP

7 Tourism:
Publicity

Make Tourist / Info Centre more prominent again. A fourth person
commented on the same Post-It Note. Comment: "AGREE".

324

CAP

7 Tourism:
Publicity

Make Tourist / Info Centre more prominent again. A fifth person
commented on the same Post-It Note. Comment: "AGREE ".

325

CAP

7 Tourism:
Publicity
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Make Tourist / Info Centre more prominent again. A sixth person
commented on the same Post-It Note. Comment: "AGREE".

326

CAP

7 Tourism:
Publicity

Tourist Information (or whatever it is called these days) - move to the
Library as a 'go to' place for information.
Tourist Information (or whatever it is called these days) - move to the
Library as a 'go to' place for information. A second person
commented on the same Post-It Note. Comment: "Not central
enough ".

327

CAP

328

CAP

7 Tourism:
Publicity
7 Tourism:
Publicity

Do up the Boat Club, it could be a big tourist attraction.

329

NP

Bring back the great music and fireworks evenings to Oundle, they
were great!

330

NP

Bring back the great music and fireworks evenings to Oundle, they
were great! A second person commented on the same Post-It Note.
Comment: "November 5th is quite enough, think about the poor
animals!! ".

331

NP

Develop the river much more for tourists - boat trips??

332

NP

Develop the river much more for tourists - boat trips?? A second
person commented on the same Post-It Note. Comment: "Agree great
idea".

333

NP

Tourism should be promoted by an Oundle Tourist Information office.
This should be open every day, including weekend! Please can this be
reinstated?

334

CAP

7 Tourism:
Publicity

Develop 'Riverside Pub', it is not a good advert for Oundle upon
driving in!

335

NA

Having Park and Ride to river and town centre; have more
celebrations for commerce.
One more Farmers Market at a different time.

336

NP

337

CAP

The 'Riverside Pub' area needs work.

338

NA

Can the times that Oundle School Students are 'released' into town
be staggered, so that they do not 'flood' the pavements and do not
give priority to the elderly or people with pushchairs and prams.

339

CAP

General:
Parish
boundaries Riverside
2 Connectivity:
Park and ride
8 Town centre
etc:
Markets
General:
Parish
boundaries Riverside
8 Town Centre
etc:
Access.
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Riverside Pub is embarrassing, please sort this out! It could be a
beautiful entrance to our beautiful town.

340

NA

All the pubs in Oundle, bar the Talbot (which is wonderful) are grubby
and embarrassing. Is there anything we can do to put pressure on the
Breweries to either sell or spend some money on them to make them
more desirable for 'residents and tourists' alike.

341

CAP
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7. How the TOURISM objective will be adjusted to respond to feedback received in future
consultation sessions.
It is essential that the Objective is sufficiently well drafted to accommodate changes in sentiment
amongst the population.
It is worth recognizing that Tourism is well supported amongst the town folk, and supports the
local community, the traders within the town, and maintains the natural beauty of Oundle.
Given that a good proportion of the assets of the town are protected through preservation or
conservation orders, there will be limited potential to alter the heart of the town – only the degree
to which the assets are further preserved, promoted or developed.
Shaping the degree to which resources are allocated will inevitably be an ongoing process and
will be reviewed and prioritized through further surveys and normal course of democratic activity
i.e. Local Elections.
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Neighbourhood Plan Submission
Objective - Tourism:
To safeguard and promote those features of the town which encourage tourism and provide the
opportunity for further tourist orientated development.

“To safeguard… those features of the town which encourage Tourism…”
Oundle is an ancient market town and as such is already subject to material preservation and
conservations restrictions. The centre of the town is a conservation area. See below.

This means that already large areas of Oundle are protected. As described in the attached
document: http://www.east-northamptonshire.gov.uk/downloads/Item_7_app_C_Only.pdf

The Oundle Conservation Area Character Appraisal published in 2009 summarizes the town
as follows:“Oundle is a small historic market town which throughout the 19th century was in very
mixed uses with a range of commercial premises within or on the edges of the town centre.
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However, most of the population at this time would have been involved with agriculture. A
certain amount of maritime activity also took place at Oundle Wharf, which connected to
the River Nene Navigation.
The presence of a large public school (Oundle School) within the town centre was, and
still is, a major driver in the town’s economy.
Since the mid-20th century, industrial activity has moved to the east side of the town with
a number of warehouses and factories on the edge of the conservation area providing
local employment.
One town centre brewery off Blackpot Lane has been demolished and the other one, off
South Road, converted into residential accommodation. Many other buildings, which were
once in agricultural uses, have been similarly converted into houses. Dairy Farm off Stoke
Hill retains some smaller unconverted stone barns but does not appear to be used for
farming any more.
Large new housing estates have also been built around Oundle, mainly to the north and
east of the town, and many of the residents commute out of Oundle to Corby,
Wellingborough or Northampton.
However, there is also a fairly high percentage of retired residents in the town, which
creates a demand for a variety of social and educational activities. The town is also a
favoured destination for tourists, who appreciate the high quality townscape, particularly
the long rows of mellow limestone houses, and the attractive setting next to the River
Nene.
Oundle School makes a very important contribution to the prosperity of the area in terms
of employment opportunities and also because visitors to the school use local facilities
such as the many tea rooms, cafés, bed and breakfast establishments, and hotels. In term
time, the constant presence of teachers, other staff, pupils and school suppliers within the
town is a notable contributor to activity within Oundle.
Although agriculture is no longer nearly as important as it used to be in the 19 th century,
there are still regular street markets in the Market Place. The commercial town centre
focuses on this part of Oundle and here can be found a small Tesco’s Express
Supermarket, with a much larger Co-Operative Supermarket, with car parking, off St
Osyth’s Street.
The town is also notable for its many small, locally-owned shops, many of which cater for
visitors. Long stay car parking is provided off Benefield Road to the west and off East
Street, closer to the town centre, to the east. However, many locals prefer to use the onstreet short stay parking in Market Place or its immediate environs.”

Feedback from the consultation process suggests that the people of Oundle are very proud of
Oundle’s historic buildings and heritage. Ensuring that as much of the old town is maintained
and cared for is clearly a priority for the Neighbourhood Plan.
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Priorities for Tourism in Oundle
It is important that the priorities outlined below are examined in conjunction with the elements
of the Community Action Plan relating to tourism.

Priority One: Maintain the old buildings to a high standard
Without beautiful old buildings, there will be nothing special for tourists to come and see. The
strong feeling within the town towards maintaining the historical properties is summed up in the
following quotation:“Please can something be done about derelict properties?! There's one in West Street and the
awful Riverside 'Lorry Park' on Station Road junction with A605.”
Imperatives, therefore, relating to this objective include:a. Encourage the upkeep of properties within the conservation area, beyond simply listing
the buildings to protect them from unwelcome development.
b. Particular support should be given to prominent town centre facias [This aspect links to
the retail objective of the Neighbourhood plan.]
“…and provide the opportunity for further tourist orientated development.”
Priority Two: Support the development of the Riverside Hotel and surrounding area at
the entrance to Station Road
In order to improve the overall look of Oundle and to maximize the potential from the adjacent
river frontage, there is widespread support for development of the Riverside area near to the
entrance to the town at Station Road. Imperatives, therefore, relating to this objective include:a. Encourage the restoration of the Riverside Hotel to provide badly needed
accommodation for the town and to remove the eyesore at the entrance to the town.
b. Develop the boat house area to create a vibrant river recreation centre.
c. Create a wharf for mooring and offering services to river craft so that beside the river
there is a thriving tourist area which will bring more people to the town.
d. Fully support the development of Oundle Marina village in nearby Barnwell, as this will
bring additional tourist trade to the town.
e. Create more walks e.g. a safe circular river walk around Oundle, and pathways to
increase access to the river and greater access to the river from the town.
Evidence Paper - Draft Objective: Tourism V1.0
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f. Ensure that any riverside development does not impede, but instead increases visitors
to the town centre.
g. Any development should also be sensitive to the natural beauty of the area and look to
protect wildlife/fowl and maintain, preserve the natural environment beside the river,
including Snipe Meadow, a “pocket park”, which has county wildlife status.
Priority Three: Support the creation of additional accommodation for tourists within the
town so Oundle becomes a tourist base from which to explore.
Given the sparse supply of suitable accommodation, it is difficult to see how tourists would use
Oundle as a base to explore the surrounding areas. It is hard to imagine the parents of Oundle
School children staying locally, nor weekend travellers having much luck in finding a B & B in
the town.
Imperatives, therefore, relating to this objective include:a. Encourage an increase in the supply of Bed and Breakfast accommodation within the
town.
b. Support the development of, or increase in Hotel accommodation in or near to Oundle.
c. Support Camp Site development or Eco tourism.
Priority Four: Create the infrastructure to promote the town to tourists
Several comments from the consultation refer to the unwise decision to place the Tourist
Information Centre out of the town, in the library. This is primarily due to insufficient central
funding and as such local businesses have tried to repair the damage by offering information
points for visiting tourists in their shops and stores. Whilst there was some indication from the
traders that holding tourist information within the coffee shops and cafes within the town drew
in custom that would otherwise have found its way to a Tourist Information centre – others, the
majority, felt strongly that business had suffered since the removal of the Tourist Centre.
Imperatives, therefore, relating to this objective include:a. Returning the Tourist Information office to the centre of town and task the office with the
promotion of Oundle to potential tourists.
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The main features which draw tourists to Oundle are as follows;Town Feature
Beautiful town
Historic town
Conservation
area

Strategy
Preserve
Promote
Preserve
Promote
Preserve

Oundle School

Preserve

Independent
Shops

Preserve
Promote

The Market

Promote
Develop
Promote
Develop

Restaurants

Festivals

Promote
Develop

Events (Tour de
France)
The River Nene

Promote
Develop
Promote
Develop

Access to
countryside

Promote
Develop

Supporting Comments / Observations
Overall Oundle is recognized as a beautiful town to visit
The town has a rich history and this is recognized in the community
action Tourism plan proposal.
Many of the properties and architecture within the town is of special
architectural interest and most properties have their own unique
history.
Draws in tourists, many of whom have children at the school or who
have been pupils. And of course the pupils themselves swell the
population of Oundle significantly during term time.
The many small independent shops lend Oundle a unique feel.
Although there is no theme to the shops or clear reasons why
people would specifically visit Oundle. This should be considered in
the Retail Objective of the Neighbourhood plan.
The vibrant and engaging market, held regularly draws tourist from
the surrounding area.
Comments from many townsfolk suggested that the general quality
of the restaurants within the town, with a few notable exceptions,
could be significantly improved and that there was an opportunity to
develop Oundle to become a “food Mecca”, attracting people from
all around to come and experience the cuisine. However, several
restaurants will need a significant makeover to achieve this.
The town hosts several well attended festivals including: The Oundle Festival of Music http://www.oundlefestival.org.uk
 The Oundle Festival of Literature –
http://www.oundlelitfest.org.uk/
 The Oundle Festival of Music and Drama http://www.ofmd.org.uk/
 The Oundle Food Festival http://www.oundlefoodfestival.co.uk/
 The Green Meadows Music Festival
 The Oundle International Festival
There were several comments from the towns folk that these
festivals should be enlarged and promoted in a more aggressive
way to attract tourist.
Events such as the Women’s tour are excellent for publicizing the
town and will bring many people to Oundle.
The River Nene is in large part an untouched asset for the town of
Oundle. Better utilized in nearby Barnwell – it is beautiful, and could
be used more, and as such is the focus of one of the priorities of
the Neighbourhood Plan.
The nearby countryside is stunning and highly accessible to both
walkers and cyclists. Walks have been created, but still more could
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Bed and
Breakfasts

Develop
Promote

Hotels

Develop
Promote

Oundle Museum

Promote

Nearby features
Fotheringhay
castle
Lyveden New
Bild

Promote
Promote

Elton Hall

Promote

Kirby Hall

Promote

Deene Park

Promote

be done to promote and develop walks that support the local
community and display the area to best advantage.
A quick search on google identifies NO bed and breakfasts in
Oundle, although there undoubtedly the odd holiday cottage, this
clearly presents a problem for visiting tourists. The community
action plan should encourage more Bed and Breakfast
Accommodation within the town.
Oundle has:
5* Hotel – 1 x Oundle Mill
4* Hotel – 1 x The Talbot Hotel
The Ship Inn also offers accommodation.
This is insufficient to support a thriving tourist community and more
should be encouraged.
http://www.oundlemuseum.org.uk/
Offers a deep insight into the development of the town, and is a
highly professional museum, offering real interest to tourists and
residents alike. Also, even more impressive given it is staffed
almost exclusively by volunteers.
The execution site of Mary Queen of Scots and the birthplace of
Richard III.
http://www.nationaltrust.org.uk/lyveden-new-bield/
Set in the heart of rural Northamptonshire, Lyveden is a remarkable
survivor of the Elizabethan age. Begun by Sir Thomas Tresham to
symbolise his Catholic faith, Lyveden remains incomplete and
virtually unaltered since work stopped on his death in 1605.
Discover the mysterious garden lodge and explore the Elizabethan
garden with its spiral mounts, terracing and canals. Wander through
the new orchard, containing many old varieties of apples and pears,
or explore the Lyveden Way, a circular path through beautiful
meadows, woodland and villages.
http://www.eltonhall.com/
An extraordinary, romantic, part Gothic house which has been in
the Proby family since 1660.
https://www.english-heritage.org.uk/daysout/properties/kirby-hall/
Kirby Hall is one of England’s greatest Elizabethan and 17th
century houses earlier owned by Sir Christopher Hatton, Lord
Chancellor to Queen Elizabeth I. Although this vast mansion is
partly roofless, the walls show the exceptionally rich decoration that
proclaims that its successive owners were always in the forefront of
new ideas about architecture and design. The Great Hall and state
rooms remain intact, refitted and redecorated to authentic 17th and
18th century specifications.
http://www.deenepark.com/
A most interesting house, occupied and developed by the Brudenell
family since 1514, from a mediaeval manor around a courtyard into
a Tudor and Georgian mansion. Visitors see many rooms of
different periods, providing an impressive yet intimate ambience of
the family home of many generations. The most flamboyant
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Nene Valley
Railway

Promote

member of the family to date was the 7th Earl of Cardigan, who led
the charge of the Light Brigade at Balaklava and of whom there are
many historic relics and pictures on view.
http://www.nvr.org.uk/
“Based near Peterborough close to the boundaries of
Leicestershire, Lincolnshire, Rutland and Cambrideshire the
railway's proximity to the A1 and A47 means it is within easy reach
of the midlands and beyond. We run a regular steam train service
but the railway enthusiast with a penchant for Diesel is not forgotten
either.
Nene Valley Railway is a heritage railway that offers a family day
out but is no mere manufactured visitor attraction as the preserved
railway uses part of the original London and North Western line
from Northamptonshire into the Cathederal city of Peterborough,
encompassing the stations of Yarwell, Wansford, Ferry Meadows
(Nene Park) and Orton Mere”

Key to strategy
Preserve – Already an asset, look after it!
Develop – could be better, look to sensitively invest or attract investment to optimize
Promote – A draw to the town which could form part of the overall Oundle proposition.
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Tourism – Community Action Plan
Introduction
Key areas relating to Tourism that did not sit comfortably with the land based Neighbourhood
plan include;1.
2.
3.
4.

Developing an identity for Oundle that could then be marketed.
Promotion of Oundle as a centre for Tourists.
Development of Tourist activities within the Town
Encouraging local businesses to align to a town identity plan and general non land
based development to support the Tourism vision for the town.

This document is therefore designed to close off these remaining items.
In summary, the overarching recommendation of this TOURISM community action
plan, is to secure a town marketing manager to co-ordinate and package the
propositions that Oundle has, bring them to life, and to identify lucrative target tourist
markets and to promote the town.

1. Oundle and Tourism today.
1.1. Who currently visits Oundle and why?
There is little research that has been undertaken to understand exactly who visits
Oundle, and what they come for. Therefore some assumptions have been made based
on general feedback from the townsfolk and traders.
For a more robust promotional plan it is recommended that more research be
undertaken to better understand the needs of potential tourist markets. For the
purposes of this paper we have defined tourists as people who have travelled more
than 5 miles to visit the town.
1.2. A fair assumption around who currently visits Oundle as a “tourist” is as follows:

Events and festivals
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Parents, children and alumni of Oundle School
Short stay tourists and visitors to the town




Shoppers and markets
Holiday makers and river tourists

2. Who brings the most revenue to the town?
A critical question that needs to be better understood to shape the tourist marketing
strategy. It is recommended that as part of any Tourist related research, that this question
is addressed before any marketing plan is created.
3. Realising the Tourism Opportunity for Oundle
3.1. There are four main activities that should be completed in order to turn Oundle into a
more compelling tourist destination.
3.1.1. Develop a tourist proposition for the town
3.1.2. Identify target tourism markets
3.1.3. Promote the town to these markets
3.1.4. Secure funding to support tourism in Oundle
4. Develop Tourist Propositions for Oundle
4.1. Oundle is an unclear proposition to a potential tourist at present. Some will have heard
of the school, but few will have heard much else about the town, and as such will not
consider Oundle as a suitable base for exploring the nearby area or indeed know what
Oundle has to offer. There is, however, good news! Oundle could be developed into an
outstanding tourist proposition based upon its amazing history and beautiful town
centre. The following diagram offers a framework for thinking about how Oundle’s
tourist proposition could be created. With the traders and the people of Oundle bringing
each idea to life.
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The Oundle Town proposition could be described in the following way:-

River
History

Georgian
Town
Tudors /
Stuarts /
Cromwell

Oundle
Activity

Oundle at
war

A great place to eat
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5. High Level Core Propositions – a week in Oundle …
5.1. Oundle – A day in a Georgian Town
There are many Georgian houses around the town, many have stories about the
people that lived there. The Georgian era is currently very fashionable. Developing a
walking history, Georgian events such as food, fashion and literature from the era could
generate interest, and ensuring that there is sufficient links to the shops in the town –
such as Georgian era antiques shop, certain pubs that have strong links to that period,
and perhaps a revival of the brewery, with a beer brewed to an era appropriate recipe.
5.2. Oundle – At War
Oundle played its part in both wars. Many residents still remember the events of the
Second World War, and there are small reminders throughout the town – such as the
wall markings on North Street, depicting “other ranks” this way! Americans served here
at nearby airfields, and many still live here as a result of the nearby American airbase.
Many of the children of Oundle School went on to serve in the forces, and it could be
an opportunity to tie in their stories to a school visit, bringing the town and the school
together to tell a powerful story.
5.3. Tudors / Stuarts / Cromwell
With nearby Fotheringhay, where Richard III was born and Mary Queen of Scots met
her end. In fact much of the Talbot Hotel was built from stone recovered from the
castle, and the staircase inside the hotel, which is allegedly the last stairs Mary walked
on before meeting her fate affords Oundle a unique foundation upon which to develop a
story. Lyveden New Bild also has strong links to the era and there are several nearby
historic properties that can be woven into a proposition. And finally, perhaps a trip to
nearby Huntingdon to see Cromwell’s home.
5.4. River History
Oundle is surrounded by the River Nene on three sides. The river was instrumental in
determining the site of the town and as such the river has a rich history. The many uses
of the river over the years, the role the river played in trade, the flood plains, how the
water is managed and the many walks along its beautiful river path, will prove
interesting to many tourists. Walking along the river on a frozen morning is a most
exhilarating experience. Hiring a barge or boat for a day or longer and cruising up and
down the river has to be a fabulous draw for tourists.
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5.5. Oundle Activity
Oundle has the River, cycling, running, Tennis Courts, country walking and hiking, a
nearby Micro-Light experience, a gliding school, horse riding and pony trekking and
many other activities that could be packaged into fun days out for visitors.
6. Supporting propositions
6.1. A great place to stay
Positioning Oundle as a base from which to explore the surrounding area. Improving
and increasing the amount of good quality accommodation within the town will be key
to attracting tourists and encouraging them to make the town their base. Too many
leave to stay elsewhere, or simply pass through the town, taking their money with them.
This item is also covered by the land based Neighbourhood plan.
6.2. A great place to eat
The current pubs within the town are generally of poor quality, catering to C1 –C3 local
residents. Offering improved pubs with better quality environments for people to enjoy
will be welcomed by tourists. A good example of “what good looks like” might be the
Toby Norris pub in Stamford, which is renowned for high quality food at reasonable
prices and is popular with both local residents and tourists alike.
The restaurants within the town are of varying quality. Most people seeking a pleasant
meal will travel to nearby villages where much higher quality establishments offer
welcoming environments to eat and relax. The recent improvements to the Talbot Hotel
are in keeping with the vision for the town, where the renovation has kept the history of
the building alive and significantly upgraded the cuisine. There is demand for quality
establishments within Oundle – and customers are leaving to get served elsewhere.
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6.3. A great place to shop
Clearly the look and feel of the town is of vital importance to attract tourists. A priority
identified in the Tourism objective of the Neighbourhood plan is to support the
Improvement and maintenance shop fronts so as to maintain the look and feel of the
town. [See also the Retail Objective under the Neighbourhood Plan].
The appointment of a town centre manager is a significant and positive step towards
creating an Oundle proposition supported by retail and markets. As the demand
increases, there will hopefully be the potential to organize more specialist markets and
increase further the footfall to the town centre.
7. Identify target tourism markets
7.1. It is recommended that a Tourism Study be undertaken to better understand who
currently is attracted to Oundle, how they heard about the town and why they visited.
This study would help to better inform the key areas for investment in marketing
activity.
7.2. Without much data, there is a strong hypothesis, that with London only 50 minutes
away by train, and nearly 6 million people, marketing to that population the fresh air,
natural beauty, cultural aspects, great cuisine and a relaxing break in the heart of
“undiscovered England” might yield some good success. Certainly the write up that
Oundle received in the Times [See Appendix] saw a town with huge potential for the
London market.

8. Promotion & Marketing
8.1. There is no clear strategy to promote Oundle.
8.2. Oundle’s challenge is not so much the work that needs to be done to improve the town,
but far more about how the town packages and sells itself to target tourist markets.
This is evidenced in several ways –
a. No clear tourist strategy exists – good work happens, such as the festivals and the
Tour De France, but no clear vision for what should happen in Oundle to attract
tourism is in place.
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b. No central tourist office tasked with strategy development and execution – and
whilst there is a tourist information office in the library, on the three times that the
author has tried to speak to anyone there, after a ten minute walk from the centre,
the office has been closed.
c. No funding identifiable to promote the town to tourists currently exists.
d. Web strategy for promoting Oundle does not exist – particularly evidenced by the
absence of any landmark worth seeing in the town being evident on TripAdvisor
[See Appendix 1]
e. No PR team tasked with creating press releases and media marketing to raise
awareness of what the town has to offer. The article on Oundle in the Times [See
Appendix 2] last year generated significant interest in the town, and there is no
reason why with greater focus the town cannot obtain far more coverage of this sort.
9. Priorities for Promoting and Marketing Oundle
9.1. Develop a ‘Brand’ idea for Oundle …
For example, “Oundle …undiscovered England”, or/and “Historic Market Town”
9.2. Online strategy
For example…





Register Oundle on Tourist Websites.
Update “things to see” on Trip Advisor and other travel advice websites.
Create Tourist Websites, and link actively to attractions and shops in the town.
Web optimize search terms to capture web traffic from target customers

9.3. Media Strategy
For example …


Obtain editorial in relevant publications, Caravan Club Magazine, Walking, and
Boating Magazines.
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Secure PR in core markets such as London. The benefit from the article in the
Times was felt widely. Funding may be available from Destination Nene Valley
towards a Town Centric advert in some of these papers / magazines.

9.4. Increased communication with Tourism companies/organisations
For example…



Build and develop relationships with Coach Companies and British Tour
Operators to bring Coaches of Tourists to Oundle for the day in an organised
and structured way. If the town knows when tourists are likely to stop in Oundle
we can ensure that the opening hours of the Museum, Galleries and other
places of interest match.



Maximize the opportunities presented by events such as the Festivals, Women’s
Tour, or the Big Draw.



Engage the Boating companies (Nene Valley Boats, Oundle Marina Village, etc.)
to encourage visitors who navigate through the Town on the river to also make
use of the Town and its facilities.



Work with Stagecoach to encourage them to offer a ‘Market Day Special’
discounted return trip from Peterborough to Oundle on a Thursday



Introduce a ‘Park and Cycle’ initiative at Barnwell Country Park and from the
Marina to encourage more people into Town and develop the County Connect
Bus to provide an extensive Service to those people who live/stay in the
surrounding villages, make it easier for them to come to Oundle than go
anywhere else.
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10. Secure funding to support tourism in Oundle
There are several organisations that might be prepared to support Tourism in Oundle. It is
recommended that the proposals in this plan are refined and funding support sought from as many
areas as possible to maximize the impact of the actions. The greater the funding the greater
positive impact there will be on the town.
Website
The Heritage Lottery Fund

Comments

http://www.hlf.org.uk/Pages/Home.aspx
Destination Nene Valley
http://www.northamptonshire.gov.uk/en/councilservices/En
viron/economic/arc/Documents/PDF%20Documents/Desti
nation%20Nene%20Valley%20March%202012.pdf

Destination Nene Valley has
funding and material available via
Karen Williams,
kwilliams@eastnorthamptonshire.gov.uk

Northamptonshire Enterprise Partnership
http://www.northamptonshireep.co.uk/about-nep/
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Appendix 1

Evidence of poor promotion

What to do in Oundle?
Who knows?...
A quick review of Trip Advisor illustrates how poorly Oundle is promoted. Not only does the town have
no visible places to visit, or reviews completed, there are in fact no obvious reasons to stop in the town
at all. In short there is no “story” that draws people to the town of Oundle.
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Appendix 2
The Oundle Times Article September 2014 (After the tourist season!)
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Appendix 3.
A brief history of Oundle and key features, as described in “WIKIPEDIA”
Inhabited since the Iron Age, Oundle was originally a trading place and market for
local farmers and craftsmen.
The Saxon invasion saw the arrival of a tribe called Undalas which possibly meant undivided. It
is the death place of St Wilfrid in 709AD where he had consecrated a church as well as being
the location of one of his monasteries. The current St Peter's Church occupies the same site
as St Wilfrid's original Church.
Saint Cetta or Cett was a seventh century saint and is the Patron Saint of Oundle. Very Little
is known of him, but according to the Anglo-Saxon Hagiography of the Secgan Manuscript, he
was from around 1000AD, buried in the monastery at Oundle near the river Nene, and a
chapel to St Cett was built in the eleventh century, on the small knoll beyond the end of St
Sythes Lane. The presence of this shrine and the market charter, explain much of the growth
of Oundle in the twelfth century.
The Domesday Book records a population of 36 households, a mill and a value
in 1066 of £0.3, which had risen to £11 by 1086.
As the area became prosperous, wealthy traders set up shops and houses, and guilds were
formed. Unlike other settlements in the vicinity, Oundle was unaffected by the Black Death in
the mid-14th century.
Oundle had a grammar school since at least 1465, at which Sir William Laxton (Lord Mayor of
London) was educated. He founded Laxton Grammar School in 1556, administered by
the Worshipful Company of Grocers, from which Oundle School evolved.
In 1743, a group of mutineers from the Black Watch were captured at Ladywood, near Oundle.
They had deserted in protest at being sent abroad, instead of patrolling the Highlands, for
which the regiment had been raised.
Landmarks
Among the oldest buildings is the Talbot Hotel. This was constructed of timber; it was rebuilt
with stone from the ruins of nearby Fotheringhay Castle. Other public houses include the Rose
& Crown (a 17th Century Inn Haunted by the White Cavalier), the Ship Inn (a 14thcentury coaching inn), the Angel, the George and the Riverside, which is currently derelict.
There are a number of churches. By far the most prominent, with the largest steeple in the
area, is St Peter's Church which occupies the main churchyard. There are
also Methodist, Baptist and Roman Catholic churches. However, the Baptist church does not
have its own building and holds services on Sunday mornings at Prince William School.
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Festivals and Events
Oundle hosts a number of annual events, notably:






The Oundle International Festival (OIF) is an annual music festival and pipe organ school,
founded in 1985, with the training of young organists as its core. These summer schools
are centred on a Frobenius organ in the Oundle School chapel. A concurrent festival
programme for the public was also planned as a recurrent feature.
The Oundle Festival of Literature also takes place annually.
The Oundle carnival has taken place since 2009 (although this has not run for the past two
years)
The World Conker Championships take place annually at Southwick, near Oundle.

A farmers' market is held in the Market Place on the second Saturday of every month as well
as a local market every Thursday. There is also a park with swings and climbing frames, as
well as a skate park which was built in 2005 and regenerated in 2012. An annual fair and
circus is located in the park.
Oundle has many shops, pubs, cafes and restaurants all of which are located in the town
centre. It also has two supermarkets, a Co-op and a recently built Waitrose.
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Appendix 4. Website Sources
Website address
http://nenevalley.net/

Brief synopsis
Overview of towns and villages around the
Nene Valley – small sections on Oundle

Appendix 5. Google search terms - Web Position of Oundle
Oundle has no search optimisation …no one knows what to look for!
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